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	Markets	BusinessHelp your team access, integrate, and collaborate with innovative licensing, content, software, and professional services

	AcademiaMake it easy for faculty, researchers, staff, and students at all levels to access and share copyrighted content with innovative licensing and content solutions

	PublishingExpand your business with innovative licensing, Open Access management, and professional services

	StandardsPartner with CCC to boost license revenues, find new markets for your standards content, and explore opportunities for data integration





	Solutions	Licensing
	Content
	Software
	Services

	Learn how to add your rights to our services
	Collaborate using published content, accelerate business results and simplify copyright complianceAnnual Copyright License (ACL) for Business

	Extend the coverage of the Annual Copyright License to your employees located outside the U.S.Multinational Copyright License

	Show scenes and full-length movies and TV shows at sales meetings, employer training sessions, company functions and moreMotion Picture License

	Provide a campus-wide, text licensing solution to enable reuse and sharing of copyrighted content across your institutionACL for Higher Education

	Ease the burden of obtaining one-off permissions for use of high-quality content in a range of K-12 educational materialsACL for Curriculum & Instruction

	Use excerpts from published works in your K-12 assessments, item banks, and pre- and post-test materialsACL for Student Assessments

	Obtain rights licensing options to use and share content from the world’s leading titlesPay-Per-Use Permissions, Content, and Reprints for Businesses

	Visit CCC Marketplace to secure permissions to reuse copyrighted materials, including millions of works from tens of thousands of publishersPay-Per-Use Permissions for Academia

	Increase reuse of your works through annual copyright licenses for the K-12 and higher ed marketsAnnual Copyright Licenses for the Academic Market






	Learn how to add your content to our services
	Receive individual articles, where and when you need them, on any deviceDocument Delivery with RightFind

	Easily order copyright-compliant bulk reprints, ePrints, and permissionsReprints and Permissions Services

	Immediately access 7.9 million+ articles from peer-reviewed journalsPublisher Subscriptions through RightFind

	Earn new revenue by offering immediate delivery of unsubscribed journal articles to academic library patronsGet It Now for Publishers

	Fulfill interlibrary loan requests for full-text journal articles in just minutesGet It Now
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RightFind Suite
The RightFind Suite is a set of integrated, flexible software solutions that enable professionals at R&D-intensive companies to search, discover, access, read, share, organize, collaborate on and analyze content and generate data-driven insights.
 Learn more 


Solutions in the RightFind Suite
	Robust software solutions to fuel scientific research and simplify copyright, anytime, anywhereRightFind Suite

	The fastest way to access, manage, and collaborate on scientific literatureRightFind Enterprise

	Powering AI discovery with scientific articlesRightFind XML

	Personalized search across multiple sources of data and information for highly relevant discoveryRightFind Navigate

	Bringing the power of semantic enrichment to the search and reading experienceRightFind Insight

	Analytics to support data-driven content investmentsRightFind Business Intelligence

	Simplified reference management software that easily formats citations with relevant stylesRightFind Cite It
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CCC Scholarly Communications Suite
The CCC Scholarly Communications Suite provides industry-tested, data-driven technology that leverages persistent identifiers and supporting metadata to accelerate deal modeling and reliably manage APCs and OA agreements.
 Learn more 


Solutions in the CCC Scholarly Communications Suite
	Innovative, metadata-driven OA solutions to help publishers scale and optimize their transforming businessCCC Scholarly Communications Suite

	Access the flexible scholarly collaboration communications workflow solution for Open AccessRightsLink for Scientific Communications

	Improve the quality of organizational data with the leading PID solution trusted by publishers, intermediaries, and fundersRinggold Solutions

	Prepare, build, and analyze to streamline the creation of your OA AgreementsOA Intelligence










	Make content more discoverable and agile and improve the efficiency of content development workflowsProfessional Services for Business

	Match skilled information management professionals to your organization’s needs and cultureManaged Knowledge Services

	Exploring expert networks with a knowledge graphCCC Expert View

	Leverage expertise in OA, content workflow and data strategy to boost digital transformationProfessional Services for Publishers

	Improve the author experience by expanding the range of services and deliver new offerings to your authorsRightsLink Author Services

	Explore author publications, collaborations, affiliations, and research interestsCCC Author Graph

	Create new value for customers, reach new markets and take your organization forward with tailored professional servicesProfessional Services for Standards

	All the market intelligence you need, without the noiseDeep Search Solutions

	Improve the quality of organization data with the leading PID solution trusted by 80 publishers, intermediaries, and funders for 20 yearsRinggold Solutions












	Resources	Resource LibraryAccess our collection of recordings, customer case studies, white papers, and insights by industry experts.
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	Copyright foundations
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Responsible AI: Copyright Fuels Innovation
AI outcomes are strengthened by reliance on responsibly sourced copyrighted works. CCC is expanding its licenses, including opt-in, voluntary, collective licensing to address market needs regarding the use of copyrighted content in AI systems. We want to hear from you.

For Rightsholders
For Businesses
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Effective AI systems are built with high-quality copyrighted content. Responsible AI systems license that content.

Learn more about the Intersection of AI & Copyright




Copyright Licensing and Software Solutions
With copyright as our foundation, we address customer demand for new and enhanced content and data licenses strengthened with complementary content, software and professional services offerings. How can we help?
Business
 Access, integrate, and collaborate with licensing, content, software, and professional services
Academia
 Obtain and share copyrighted content with innovative licensing and content solutions
Publishing
 Expand your business with licensing, OA management, and professional services



   [image: ] Licensing Annual Copyright License
 The ACL is the enterprise-wide, content licensing solution offering millions of rights from thousands of publishers
  
   [image: ] Software RightFind Suite
 Robust software solutions to fuel scientific research and simplify copyright, anytime, anywhere
  
   [image: ] Software CCC Scholarly Communications Suite
 Innovative, metadata-driven OA solutions to help publishers scale and optimize their transforming business
  
   [image: ] Licensing Pay-Per-Use Permissions, Content Delivery, and Article Reprints & ePrints
 Go to CCC Marketplace to get copyright permissions and order content for millions of works from leading publishers
  





CCC Communities
 [image: asian male professional working at desktop computer]Copyright in Medical Communications
A collection of educational resources providing guidance and insights to thought provoking questions related to the reuse of published content in medical communications projects.


 [image: graphic illustration of artificial intelligence]Intersection of AI & Copyright
Copyright is central to high quality outcomes as copyrighted material is the fuel for AI systems. Licensing is an effective solution enabling the use of copyrighted material as society realizes the benefits promised by AI systems. Read the latest news and insights.





Featured resources
 [image: female black medical professional studying scans]Upcoming webcast: Literature Search and Surveillance for Medical Affairs
Register to join us as experts delve into the critical challenges confronting medical affairs professionals during scientific literature search and surveillance.


 [image: teacher leading elementary class in front of blackboard]Copyright Education Resources
Explore our certificate-level educational programs and complimentary webcasts to help you navigate the complex world of copyright and content use. Access resources for copyright foundations, international copyright, and campus compliance.


 [image: colleagues looking at work on light table]Customer Success Stories
Browse our comprehensive collection of case studies to learn how CCC partners with customers to create seamless workflow solutions, identify effective strategies, and promote copyright compliance to accelerate their organizations’ growth and success.





Upcoming events
	BioIT World 2024
 15 April –
 17 April
	Literature Search and Surveillance for Medical Affairs: Challenges and Opportunities in 2024
 18 April
	5 Trends in the Shifting World of Search
 30 April
	INTA 2024
 18 May –
 22 May

Press releases
	USA Today Names CCC a Top Workplace for Third Year in a Row
 9 April
	CCC to Host Publisher Panel on Copyright and AI at 2024 London Book Fair
 5 March


Latest blog posts
[image: Velocity of Content Blog]
 [image: ]Some Thoughts on FOMO and the Reality of Early Drug Research
By Bryn Williams-Jones
10 April 2024



 [image: ]CCC Recognized by USA Today as a Top Place to Work
By CCC
9 April 2024



 [image: ]Spanish Language Publishing Serves Many in US
By Christopher Kenneally
8 April 2024








CCC takes a consultative approach with a mission to create solutions together.
Contact us
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